Safety
Ensure you are safe when handling and operating your Hydrofoiler

The Key Pre-checks Include

Battery Check
Before you foil make sure your motor-battery contact point is fully connected, sealed and switched off.
Exposure of electrical contacts to water, or debris could lead to an electrical shock and battery malfunction.
Making sure that the battery is inserted and attached properly is critical.
To do this, first ensure your battery is switched off, then connect it to the cable in the battery tray.
•

When properly secured, the red dot on your cable should sit flush with the lever and you will hear a
small click sound as you clip them together.

•

Make sure that you cannot see the small red dot on the connector - if you can’t, it is properly
connected.

•

Once you’ve lightly tightened in the grub screws, move the battery side to side. This is to ensure
there is a small amount of play and that the grub screws are not over tightened as this can damage
the battery housing.

•

Any damage to the battery housing may compromise the battery cells, causing a battery

•

With the battery off, turn the pedals and feel the resistance through the cranks as the propeller

malfunction and result in serious injury.
spins.
•

Next, turn the battery on looking for a solid light and a loud beep. With the battery on, check the
battery assist is working by turning the pedals again. This should feel much easier to rotate and the
propeller should spin.

•

When doing this, keep all limbs well clear from the propeller to avoid any injuries. A more detailed
explanation on battery installation can be found in our Transport & Assembly Course..

CAUTION: Never unplug, handle, or change the battery while in the water. If you do
need to swap batteries, or inspect terminals for any reason, return to dry land away
from water & sand.

•

Ensure the battery tray is dry and clear of debris.

•

We recommend that riders dry their hands and battery cable first before removing, and position
connectors in a way that any water does not drip or pool onto the connectors.

•

Always turn the battery off before moving your hydrofoiler. This is to ensure no assisted power can

•

Aside from the necessary assembly and disassembly process for transportation, the propeller

be directed towards the propeller when you are not foiling.
should never be handled.
•

Under no circumstances should you ever put any body part near the propeller when the battery is
connected.
KEEP YOUR BATTERY IN A SHADED ENVIRONMENT when not foiling, a cooler battery will increase
the longevity of your bike

Chain Tension
A correctly tensioned chain will minimize risk of chain falling off. Please check this video to learn how to do it:
Bolt check
You’re almost ready to foil, but before riding, check that all bolts on the bike are correctly tightened. This
includes:
•

Pedal

•

Crank

•

Stem

•

Seat Clamp

•

Foils (front and rear)

Lastly, always make sure someone knows where you are riding, and you know what the weather is doing.

Rider Apparel

Compulsory

•

Life Jacket: As with any water sport, we recommend always using a certified life jacket for the area
you are foiling in. Check your local marine laws if unsure.

Recommended
•

Wetsuit:
Manta5 recommends a wetsuit or similar for cold water to minimize risk of exposure in a scenario
where the rider spends more time in the water than anticipated. It takes much longer and a lot of
energy to swim the bike out - add warning to stay close while learning then expand your range.

•

Dive booties (great for Winter riding)

•

Lightweight riding gear (e.g. quick dry shorts and top)

Where & How To Ride Safely

Location - Abide by local regulations
Like learning to ride a bike we recommend learning with a friend and only riding in areas you would be
comfortable to swim in. If you wouldn’t swim there, don’t bike there.
Follow all of the laws within your local area and become familiar with what is required. These can differ from
country to country, and region to region, so be clear on what is required from you.
Hazards
Be aware of hazards, both seen and unseen. This includes:
•

Reefs

•

Shallow areas

•

Animals

•

Piers,

•

Buoys,

•

Debris

•

High tension towers

•

Anything that could impede your ride.

Stay away from swimmers and other users to avoid risk and injury.
Water Minimum depth
We recommend the water to be a minimum depth of 1.5 m when foiling.
Take particular care if the underwater surface is a hard surface, this could scratch and damage your foils.

Communication Device
We advise taking some form of waterproof communication device with you when riding so that you can
contact someone should you come into difficulty. A mobile phone in a waterproof case for example.
Key Takeaways

•

If you wouldn’t swim there, don’t foil there.

•

Beware of the tides, currents and wind. Respect the conditions

•

Take a two way form of communication and let someone know where you are going riding

•

Learning to ride the XE-1 Hydrofoiler can be physically demanding - when did you last swim and
what is your range? KNOW YOUR LIMITS

